
A BED THAT SUITS BARIATRIC, MED-SURG AND PALLIATIVE CARE SETTINGS

ALLOWING CLOSENESS WITH A LOVED ONE

A BED FOR TWO
Many of us have experienced difficult times in which 
we need to provide comfort to a loved one in a hospital setting. 

Whether it is after a surgery, during hospitalization or in a 
palliative setting, care environments are rarely conceived for this 
much-needed proximity between patients and those close to them.

We decided to design a product that would allow patients to find solace
and comfort near their loved ones. 

“There are no words to 
describe that little bit of 
happiness and comfort 
for the time I got to spend 
with my husband. [...] 
This bed allowed me to 
be close to him without 
squatting like in the 
regular hospital beds.”

-  Brianna Miles*, NL, Canada 

BELOVED 
TESTIMONIAL

CONTRIBUTING TO A MORE COMPREHENSIVE CARE

DIGNITY 
FOR ALL PATIENTS
We believe that maintaining dignity in a 
hospital setting should start with providing 
state-of-the-art equipment that can suit 
the specific needs of multiple care 
environments. 

That is why we designed a bed that
provides the space and comfort that
patients deserve while facilitating their 
autonomy.

With its appealing look, the                  
also contributes to the creation of a 
compassionate care atmosphere, 
setting the pace for recovery.

Toll free number : 1 844 409-4030

umanomedical.com
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*Name has been changed to maintain confidentiality

ALL

Remote patient 
control facilitates 
autonomy

Customizable width 
expansion allows for more 
space and comfort

Low height 
encourages 
patient mobility

Integrated 
patient helper 
promotes autonomy



Customizable width expansion improves 
patient comfort and staff efficiency

INFINITETM TECHNOLOGY ENSURES A PERFECT FIT TO YOUR NEEDS

MAXIMIZE PATIENT SAFETY
AND SAVE STAFF TIME
The                               combines width adjustment, 
gap management and low height in order to  
maximize patient safety and increase staff efficiency.

Its INFINITETM Technology allows custom 
positioning within minimum and maximum width. 
Gaps between the headboard and siderails always 
remain compliant with the latest 60601-2-52 IEC 
standard.

This one-step width expansion facilitates the fit to 
patient needs and saves staff time.

The width monitoring system can also ensure the 
bed maintains a dictated width that suits the 
patient.

RELYING ON THE BEST TO SUIT THE NEEDS OF ALL 

ADMISSIONS WERE 
NEVER SO SIMPLE

With the                              , admitting a patient becomes easier.
Through this single platform, institutions can satisfy the needs of bariatric, 
medical-surgical and palliative care settings.

Its unequaled versatility serves very simple goals : to simplify 
caregivers’ lives and to offer patients more space and comfort.
The                              achieves this by combining the right capabilities 
with incomparable ease of use.

The bed also allows institutions to standardize throughout their units, 
reducing cost of ownership, storage space and equipment handling needs.

"We no longer have to 
accustom ourselves to 
various specialty beds 
- it is now the bed that 
adapts to each of our 
patients! "

CAREGIVER
TESTIMONIAL

EXCEPTIONAL VERSATILITY AND INCOMPARABLE EFFICIENCY

A BED THAT DOES IT ALL
MAXIMIZING HOSPITAL BED POTENTIAL

With its unique design approach, the 
transcends diverse hospital environments by exceeding 
expectations in bariatric settings as well as med-surg 
and palliative care.

Outstanding versatility and tremendous value 
are made possible with the combination of great 
hospital bed features : low height, higher weight capacity 
and expandable width.

The                    platform - which already focuses 
on fall prevention, infection prevention and ease of use
- is brought to an entirely new level.

BENEFIT FROM ALL THE CAPABILITIES OF THE 

1060 LB
481 KG

SUPERIOR WEIGHT CAPACITY 
1060 lb weight capacity contributes 
to the equipment’s versatility 
in meeting patient needs.

INFINITETM WIDTH ADJUSTMENT
Starting at 35", a customizable width  
expansion can accommodate mattresses
up to 48".

11" LOW HEIGHT 
Low height maintains underbed access for lifts 
and over bed tables while reducing the adverse 
effects of a fall and facilitating patient mobility.

SAFE GAP MONITORING
Software-integrated system 
monitors bed width to ensure 
safe gaps are maintained.

USER-FRIENDLY CLEANING
ARCHITECTURE 
An open architecture, seamless smooth 
surfaces and liftable deck covers work 
together to facilitate cleaning. 

Kg | Lb

BUILT-IN EFFICIENT SCALE 
A smart scale provides accurate 
weight in any bed and patient position.

FALL RISK MANAGEMENT 
Fall prevention is increased with the 
right combination of low height, bed 
exit technology and ergonomic siderail 
design. 

1060 LB / 481 KG WEIGHT CAPACITY INFINITETM WIDTH ADJUSTMENT MAXIMIZED SAFETYLOW HEIGHT
Adjustable width maintains a gap of under 
60 mm between the headboard and siderail 
In compliance with standard IEC 60601-2-52

ALL

1060 LB 

Superior weight capacity ensures institutions 
benefit from exceptional versatility

11" low height reduces the impact of falls 
in med-surg environments while facilitating 
mobility in bariatric settings

ALL

ALL

ALL

ALL

Smart NightlightsTM provide 
patients and caregivers with a 
clear view of the surroundings

Power outlets with USB 
ports allow patients to keep their 
mobile devices within reach and 
reduce the likelihood of a fall

Width expansion system 
allows width adjustment in one 
simple step

Liftable deck covers 
simplify cleaning and maintenance

Inform Safety Message 
Center shares information to staff 
and family

Software-integrated 
width monitoring 

Maintained 60mm gaps
60 mmCustomizable width 

expansion system 

!
Overload protection 
width expansion system

BOOSTLESSTM  BACKREST
SYSTEM 
Backrest moves backward to reduce 
shearing and patient repositioning needs.

BOOSTLESSTM
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